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What You Will Get In “AstroSage Year Book”
We congratulate you for choosing a brighter and more prosperous future. With the help of
AstroSage Year Book, we’re sure, the next 12 months are going to be a feather in your cap. It
will not just be a beacon of hope, but will also provide you with concrete predictions and simple
solutions to all your problems.
The AstroSage Year Book is based on the ancient principles of Vedic Astrology. The seers of
yore, in their meditative superconscious state, discovered this science to alleviate human
sufferings and help innate potential to bloom. Using that same science, we’ve created this Year
Book, so that you can realize and utilize your inherent potential to the fullest, and get success in
coming 12 months.
As the flow of cosmic energies keep changing with the time, you will find what
circumstances–helpful or difficult–will prevail during different periods in next 12 months. Also,
you will get to know dos and don’ts, and remedies to dodge potholes that may impede your
growth. We have analysed and presented different Raj Yogas and other special Yogas being
formed in your birth-chart during this time.
To give you the crux of it all, we have also developed a unique index that shows the strength of
next 12 months. In other words, the more the strength, the better the chances are there for you to
use your potential and achieve desired results.
We believe that you are unique and, therefore, the AstroSage Year Book will provide you indepth analysis, accurate forecast, and easy-to-follow suggestions that are especially tailor-made
for you. With the help of the Year Book, tread the path of success, satisfaction, happiness, and
mental peace in all spheres of your life. We welcome you to this amazing journey with us, a
journey of joy and prosperity in coming 12 months.
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Your Birth Details
• Date of Birth: 7 : 9 : 1982
• Time of Birth: 7 : 14 : 25
• Place of Birth: Firozpur
• Time Zone: 5.5
• Latitude: 30 : 55 : N
• Longitude: 74 : 35 : E

Important Astrological Points For Next 12 Months
Favorable Points
• Lucky Numbers: 5
• Good Numbers: 2, 7, 9
• Lucky Days: Thursday
• Good Planets: Jupiter, Sun, Moon
• Friendly Signs: Gem, Leo, Sag
• Good Lagna: Can, Lib, Sag, Aqu
• Lucky Metal: Gold
• Lucky Stone: Red Coral
Unfavorable Points
• Bad Day: Sunday
• Bad Karan: Bava
• Bad Lagna: Mesh
• Evil Numbers: 4, 8
• Bad Month: Kartik
• Bad Nakshatra: Magha
• Bad Prahar: 1
• Bad Rasi: Mesh
• Bad Tithi: 1, 6, 11
• Bad Yoga: Vishkumbh
• Bad Planets: Mercury
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Remedial Measure For Coming 12 Months
According to Vedic Astrology, remedial measures help us get rid of our problems and increase
positive energy in our lives. Every period brings unique opportunities and challenges. From this
perspective, this time frame is going to be unique too. The remedy given here will save you
from difficult situations in coming 12 months and will assist you in boosting your fortune. This
remedy can be performed throughout the 12 months. The remedial measure for you is:

Chant this mantra everyday: Å¡ ueks Hkxors oklqnsok;% (oṃ namo bhagavate vāsudevāya:)
This mantra should be recited 108 times daily. If you don't get enough time to do so, it may also
be recited 51, 31 or 21 times as per your convenience.

Coming 12 Months Special
This time frame consists of many changes–some are going to be pleasant, while others may not
be as per your wishes. On the one hand, you will get many achievements during this time. On
the other hand, you will be tested at times. Therefore, we want to attract your attention to
certain important things, which will help you get best during this period and save you from
potholes. These suggestions might seem quite basic, but they are going to yield deep and longterm effects. Let’s have a look at some such important factors that you must keep in mind:

Dos
• Exercise daily.
• Behave equally with everyone.
Don’ts
• Do not let ego come into your behaviour.
• Do not be lazy and avoid procrastinating things for later.

Comprehensive Analysis Of Next 12 Months
The subtle energies that affect your life keep in flux all the time. Therefore, in-depth analysis of
next 12 months shows different results in different spheres of life. Now, let’s have a look at
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detailed forecast based on how energies influence various segments of coming months:

March 08, 2018 - March 30, 2018
Finance
During this period, your financial conditions will be weak and vulnerable, hence evaluate well
before going ahead with any financial decisions. Try to avoid the risk of investing in riskinduced situations. Also, stay away from activities such as gambling, betting etc.
Career
You ll get mixed results around your workplace. However, the outcome can be completely
opposite of what was expected, therefore control your excitement regarding the result. You’ll be
fearless when keeping your opinions on table. You’ll be able to make wise decisions and create
a respectable image within the society. This time you'll need to be careful of your enemies
Family Life
Due to family issues, you’ll lose your mental peace. Therefore, act with patience in matters
related to family during this period. Lifestyle of younger siblings would be better, however,
your relationship with them may get restrained.
Love And Marital Life
With Mars in this house, you may have to face several conflicts and disputes related to
marriage. You might become rude and speak bitterly, causing your a rift in your relationship.
Health
In this situation, you will be courageous, fearless and independent, but there may grow to be
more aggressive. Due to the effects of Mars, you may suffer from minor illness or mild
accident.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Drive your vehicle carefully.
• Be aware of your own and life partner’s health.
Don'ts
• Do not take any hasty decisions.
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• Do not do any kind of drugs.
Remedies
• Make Rotis out of Jaggery on a large pan and feed people.
• Donate red clothes on Tuesdays.

March 30, 2018 - May 23, 2018
Finance
You will get average results in the financial sector. Your expenses are likely to exceed your
income and you should tighten your belt if you do not want to face financial issues. You might
get a loan if you apply for it.
Career
You might be able to get a new job. You should be well prepared to combat any difficulty that
you encounter. The time does not seem to be good for your career and thus, you should be
careful. Do not lose confidence in yourself.
Family Life
The circumstances at your home front might be a bit precarious. You might have a bitter
relationship with your family members. There would be some persistent problems troubling you
and your family. You should try to find the solution rather than worrying about it. Do not let
other people create a rift in your family.
Love And Marital Life
Your spouse might have to go through problems in their life and your relationship with them
would be affected as a result. Do not utter any disrespectful word as it might hurt the sentiments
of your spouse. If you are in a love relationship, you must try to spend time with your partner in
order to know each other well.
Health
You might feel exhausted because of the journeys that you take. Ophthalmic issues are likely so
you need to be very careful about your eyes. Consult an ophthalmologist as and when
necessary. Abstain from consuming oily and spicy foods.
Things To Remember In This Period
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Do's
• Stay loyal with your life partner.
• Use your money and do not spend unnecessarily.
Don'ts
• Do not go against law to fulfil any task.
• Do not take or give anything for free from anyone.
Remedies
• Keep Grass on the ground and place a heavy object on it.
• Give away coconut in flowing river/water.

May 23, 2018 - July 11, 2018
Finance
Jupiter in second house will directly affect your income and result in an increase. There may be
a raise in ancestral property. You’ll be financially benefited, although there will be fiscal ups
and downs.friends and coworkers will prove to be really supportive and helpful. Journeys will
provide positive result.
Career
Your communication will get better and impressive. You will speak sweetly and affectionately
and people might get influenced from you. You can get a high designation because of your
intelligence. You’ll easily defeat your opponents. You'll be interested in learning a new
language. However, you can raise your voice against injustice. Your career graph will improve.
Family Life
Betterment of family and other relatives will be your main priority. You won’t hesitate from
spending as much money as required, even more than that. You’ll be massively loved, and your
respect in society will increase. There will be an addition in the family. Any auspicious event
will take place at home. Things will be peaceful despite occasional problems.
Love And Marital Life
You’ll get to spend some romantic moments with lover. If married, you might be stressed out
due to certain issues with spouse, which will reflect on your relationship as well. Take good
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care of spouse’s health.
Health
Jupiter in this house means that you may have to suffer from health concerns and illnesses.
Jupiter is considered to be a major factor in hunger and obesity, due to which you may add on
some fat and put on weight. Control your diet and keep a track of your weight by exercising
regularly, jogging, and eating healthy.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Show off your talents.
• Control your senses or any other feelings evoked by them.
Don'ts
• Avoid eating excessive sweets.
• Do not donate or gift clothes on Thursday.
Remedies
• Apply Kesar Tilak on every Thursday.
• Pour water on peepal tree every Thursday and Saturday.

July 11, 2018 - September 07, 2018
Finance
This period will be financially supportive for you. You will earn a good amount of money
during this phase. You will be able to live a life of luxuries and comforts. There will be an
increase in your property. You should try to save your hard earned pennies for future use. Your
relatives might also gain wealth during this period.
Career
You might have to face some adverse conditions in your career. You might be disappointed by
the results that you get after investing your time I and efforts. People will try to taint your
reputation at your workplace. Therefore, you must be very cautious about it. You should use
your failures to push you towards your victory. You should realise that losing hope will only
make the situations worse.
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Family Life
Your domestic life might be devoid of peace and harmony. You might have to spend time away
from your family because of your work schedule and related issues. You should make sure that
your family members do not feel neglected because of your hectic work schedule. Do not let
petty issues at your home front become a reason of stress for you.
Love And Marital Life
You might get to hear some good news from your spouse. Your life partner will progress in the
field of their career. However, you would not be able to spend much time with them because of
their involvement in their work. Those who are in a love relationship might have some
disagreements with their partner during this span of time. Try to maintain a warm relationship
with your partner.
Health
You are advised to take care of your health during this period. If you are already suffering from
health issues, you should not delay in seeking medical help in order to get rid of the health
ailment. Adhere to the medical advice of your doctor and consume a balanced diet. Abstain
from eating anything that the doctor prohibits. Do not fall the victim to any addiction like
smoking and drinking alcohol if you do not want to harm your body.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Take care of your family and fulfil their requirements.
• Try to learn from your own mistakes in past.
Don'ts
• Do not overlook the health of your parents and elders.
• Do not try to be extremely traditional.
Remedies
• Everyday before eating, feed a small portion of your food to cow, dog and crow
• Press Black Surma into the ground at a remote location.

September 07, 2018 - September 28, 2018
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Finance
You will have favourable conditions that will help you to achieve a good financial status. You
will be able to save your pennies and have a good bank balance. You will earn through various
sources of income.
Career
You will be required to use your gray matter if you want to get the desired outcomes in the field
of your career. You will have high hopes and goals, and will strive hard to achieve them. This
time is conducive for your growth and you should make use of it.
Family Life
Your family life will be blissful. Peace and harmony would prevail and all the members of the
family will stay connected to each other. You might go on a religious journey with your family.
You will get to spend time with your family members, which will further strengthen your bond.
Love And Marital Life
Wedded duo might have to go through a rough phase in their married life. The health of your
spouse might degrade and they might act a bit moody. Those who are in love might look
forward to tie the knot with their loved one.
Health
You will be in good kilter during this period. If you are already facing a health issue, you will
be able to get one step ahead in getting rid of it. Exercise regularly and eat we to stay in good
shape. Adopt yoga and meditation to get relief from mental stress.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Participate actively in religious activities.
• Maintain a good relationship with friends and colleagues.
Don'ts
• Don’t spoil your relationship with siblings.
• Do not distance yourself from religious activities and occasions.
Remedies
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• Recite Ketu Beej Mantra.
• Feed Saptnaj and seven types of grains to birds.

September 28, 2018 - November 28, 2018
Finance
During this time, expenses on luxuries may increase. You would prefer a comfortable and
luxurious life. Opponents will try to pull you down, so be a little careful. Economically this
time will be favorable, but you are advised to keep a tab on your expenses.
Career
From career point of view, time will be good. You will be admired for your knowledge and
colleagues will be happy to be in your company. Some people can take your advice and start
their work.
Family Life
This term is not that favorable in regard with your family life. Some member in the family may
suffer from health illness, which will majorly bother you. Do not do anything which can bring
shame to your family. Take care of the health of your parents and follow your responsibilities
towards the family.
Love And Marital Life
During this time, your married life will be happy, and you two will enjoy beautiful moments
together. Conditions in love life will be favorable. But during this time, do not let sensual
thoughts overpower your mind, as it may cause a rift in your relationship.
Health
Be a little serious about your health, because this period isn’t likely to be more favorable for
your health. You might catch minor illness. Pay special attention to your eating style. Avoid
contaminated water and food, otherwise you might complain of food poisoning, typhoid,
cholera etc.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Divert your focus on spirituality and contemplation.
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• Evaluate properly before giving or receiving money.
Don'ts
• Do not linger much in the past.
• Do not get into a secret relationship.
Remedies
• Use Gular or Sycamore Maple plant as a Samidha or holy firewood in Yagna.
• Keep the first small portion of your food for the cow.

November 28, 2018 - December 16, 2018
Finance
Sun in tenth house will prove to be profitable for you in longer run. You’ll gain popularity.
You’ll be very active and busy during this time period. You’ll get rid of your monetary
problems. Your self-confidence will increase.
Career
You’ll become successful within your job or business, and you’ll have the support of your
seniors. You’ll gain a lot during this time due to your diligence and perseverance. You’ll visit
places for business purposes and attain success. You’ll be satisfied throughout this period.
You’ll work with intense passion and energy within the workplace. You’ll develop a sense of
leadership and direct people towards the goal. You may receive an offer for government job
with high designation or awarded by the government. If active in politics, you might become a
minister. You will gain popularity because of your liberal character.
Family Life
In Vedic Astrology, Sun is the main significator for Father, so you’ll share a warm relation with
him during this period. There are chances of certain conflicts arising with Sun posited in the
tenth house. As a result, your mother may have to face certain issues.
Love And Marital Life
There might be some problems arising in your married life. Avoid arguing with your spouse.
It’s a good time for love matters. You’ll go out with your beloved. Don’t do anything which
can hamper your and your partner’s reputation in the society.
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Health
Your health life will be good. If you are suffering from a chronic disease, it will improve. Go
for a regular checkup and keep a track of your health. Do not let mental stress dominate you.
Getting enough sleep will make you feel all freshened up. Do not spend much of your time on
smartphones.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Maintain an equilibrium between personal and professional life.
• Look after your mother and her health.
Don'ts
• Avoid praising yourself.
• Do not spoil your relationship with government employees and superiors.
Remedies
• Recite Aditya Hridaya Stotra.
• Drink milk with saffron or kesar mixed in it.

December 16, 2018 - January 16, 2019
Finance
Moon located in a ninth house reflects economic prosperity, therefore, you will experience
enriching affluence and growth. Respect within the society will increase. Travelling long
distances during this period will be an added advantage. Through these visits, you’ll attain
success in business.
Career
With Moon situated in the ninth house, there will be an increase in your intellectual knowledge
and you’ll meet respectable people of the society and make high contacts. You’ll be benefited in
both your job and business due to these contacts. When Moon is in ninth house, there is a
possibility of immense success, fame and wealth. Therefore, you might achieve all that during
this time. You may get honored by government or anyone connected to government. You may
stumble upon an opportunity to travel abroad for personal and professional purposes. Also,
you’ll spend a lot more time abroad.
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Family Life
During this period, you will be devoted entirely to your kids and father and follow his words.
You will feel highly inclined towards charitable and philanthropic activities. This time, people
will continue to praise you for your constant assistance, virtuous deeds and help through
hospitals and reservoirs.
Love And Marital Life
Love and marriage life will be good. You can go away on a trip with your life partner and plan
to hang out. You will lead a happy life.
Health
Moon located in the ninth house is said to be favorable in terms of health. During this period,
you will be healthy and stay energetic. If someone is suffering from chronic health problems,
s/he may see an improvement in her/his health during this period.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Decide a specific objective.
• Go abroad or anywhere far for work, business or stay.
Don'ts
• Give up your habit of roaming and going out unnecessarily.
• Do not feel disappointed with your present, but face your challenges bravely.
Remedies
• Wear something made out of white pearls.
• Ammer silver nails on the legs of the charpai or bed.

January 16, 2019 - February 06, 2019
Finance
Mars in the third house might bring financial prosperity and gains. If you are a businessman,
you may encounter sudden benefits, but if you’re working, there are chances of salary
increment. There is a strong possibility of you earning well through Share Market.
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Career
With Mars present in third house, your courage will increase and you’ll show great interest in
pursuing adventurous activities. There is a possibility of you getting into a argument with
subordinates. Your popularity in the society will improve due to your intelligence and
courageous nature. Don’t become egoistic.
Family Life
Your siblings will become successful in various areas, but may suffer from some pain as well.
Due to some reasons, your relationship with them might turn sour. There might be a major
increase in your father’s temper, due to which he’ll react aggressively on silliest of things. Also,
he might encounter money loss during this time as well.
Love And Marital Life
There may be troubles in your married life. Health of your partner is expected to fall. Take good
care of their health. Love life will be enjoyable. You may think about taking the next step, i.e.
from relationship to marriage during this time. Do not create any pressure on your partner.
Health
Physically and mentally, you will be strong. Although, you might speak bitterly to others. Due
to the effects of Mars, you may face some inconvenienced from your ear or arm. Control your
anger and stay calm.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Take care of your siblings.
• As far as possible, try to educate others and make them aware.
Don'ts
• Do not get involved in other people’s disputes unnecessarily.
• Do not impose your decisions on others.
Remedies
• Worship Lord Kartikeya.
• Circumambulate seven times around Hanuman Temple every Tuesday.
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February 06, 2019 - April 02, 2019
Finance
You will get good results in the financial sector. At this time, you will have a good inflow of
money but your expenses will increase. You should maintain a balance between your income
and expenditure, otherwise, you might have to go through a financial crisis. Take expert advice
while making financial decisions.
Career
In the field of career, you will get mixed results. You will perform well in your business and
will be very serious about achieving your goals. Your determination will be firm and you will
work hard. Do not become arrogant and egoistic as this will harm your reputation as well as
your performance.
Family Life
You will enjoy your family life. You will get the chance to spend time with your family
members. During this period, you will have a strong bonding with your kith and kin, but the
chances of having a good relationship with your father are less. It would be better for you if you
respect your father and follow his advice.
Love And Marital Life
You will experience marital bliss and happiness in your married life. You will have a strong
bonding with your spouse. You will also earn respect in the society because of them. The time
will be good for your love life. You will get to spend some romantic time with your loved one.
Health
You will be energetic and full of life. You will perform all your tasks with efficiency because of
good health. You will be serious about your health and will adopt a healthy lifestyle. You are
advised to abstain from drinking alcohol and smoking.
Things To Remember In This Period
Do's
• Maintain a good relationship with your father.
• Fully oppose the conventional ideas.
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Don'ts
• Do not offend anyone and give new direction to your thoughts.
• Do not pretend to be religious.
Remedies
• Donate raw coal equivalent to your weight.
• Wear silver chain or locket.
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Special Yogas Forming In Next 12 Months
Now, we are going to have a look at some special Yogas and Raj Yogas that are forming in
your horoscope during this time. These Yogas increase flow of positive energies in your life and
help you move forward to attain success and prosperity. You are going to be under influence of
following Raj Yogas in this time frame:

1. Gaj-Kesri Yoga

With the effect of this yoga, you’ll become compassionate, charitable, wealthy and be respected
throughout during this period.
2. Sunapha Yoga

With the effect of this yoga, you’ll become highly intelligent and successful during this period.
3. Budh-Aditya Yoga

With the effect of this yoga, you’ll become wise and be respected during this period.
4. Chandra-Mangal Yoga

With the effect of this yoga, you’ll become immensely wealthy and courageous during this
period.
5. Parvata Yoga

With the effect of this yoga, luck will favor you during this period and you'll become an
enthusiastic speaker.
6. Parashari Raj Yoga

With the effect of this yoga during this period, you’ll become capable of achieving success.
7. Vimal Vipreet Raj Yoga

With the effect of this yoga, you'll become more patient and incur religious views during this
period.

Strength Of This Period
Every time-period is different when it comes to different aspects in life. We have discussed
about many such aspects so far. When we look at these various components holistically, it gives
us a bigger picture and help us make better decisions during this time. Also, such a perspective
enables us to see the things in a deeper manner and equips us to read between the lines. In order
to accomplish this, we have created a unique index that takes everything into account and gives
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you how productive and successful this time-frame is going to be for you. Let’s have a look at
what this index reveals:
Strength of This Period: 85%

We hope the information given in this report must have helped you a lot in moving ahead on the
path of progress and will let you get your dreams and motives.
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